Access by public transport:
- From the train station:
The Hotel La Cour des Augustins is located at 1 minute walk from the Tramway stop " Pont d' Arve ".
From the Central Station Cornavin, the hotel is easy to reach : Catch the Tramway line n°18 towards Carouge /
Rondeau, stop " Pont d' Arve ".
Cross the street, go to the first intersection with the Pouly Bakery and turn left into Rue Jean Violette.
The hotel is located at 50 meters on the pedestrian part of the street.
- From the airport:
You can pick up a free ticket for public transport from the machine in the baggage collection area at the Arrival level
of the Airport.
Catch the train to the central station Cornavin (6 minutes) .
From the Central Station Cornavin, the hotel is easy to reach : Catch the tramway line n°18 towards Carouge /
Rondeau, stop " Pont d' Arve ".
Cross the street, go to the first intersection with the Pouly Bakery and turn left into Rue Jean Violette.
The hotel is located at 50 meters on the pedestrian part of the street.

Access by car:
Address and GPS coordinates to find us:
Rue Prévost-Martin 18
CH-1205 Genève | Suisse.
N 46° 11’ 39.996’’ E 6° 8’ 42.202’’

- From the airport:
Follow GENEVE CENTRE to GARE CORNAVIN.
Next, turn right towards PLAINPALAIS or CAROUGE.
Cross Pont de la Coulouvrenière (a bridge for cars and trams).
At the end of Plaine de Plainpalais, turn left towards THONON/EVIAN (Boulevard du Pont d’Arve).
Once you have crossed Rue de Carouge with its tram tracks, take the first right (Rue Prévost Martin). After the
church, turn right one last time to reach the hotel courtyard (just before the speed hump).

- From Lausanne:
Upon arriving in Geneva, follow signs to the AIRPORT.
After this, follow signs to FRANCE then CAROUGE/LA PRAILLE, and take the LA PRAILLE exit (Route des Jeunes).
At the Place de l’Étoile car park, turn right towards GENEVE/PLAINPALAIS (Route des Acacias).
After the bridge, get into the right-hand lane. At the intersection, follow signs to THONON/EVIAN (Boulevard du
Pont d’Arve).
Once you have crossed Rue de Carouge with its tram tracks, take the first right (Rue Prévost Martin). After the
church, turn right one last time to reach the hotel courtyard (just before the speed hump).

- From the Bardonnex border post (the Swiss motorway “vignette” sticker is MANDATORY):
After clearing the border, stay in the right-hand lane and follow signs to CAROUGE/LA PRAILLE.
Take the LA PRAILLE exit. (Route des Jeunes)
At the Place de l’Étoile car park (a big 4/5-level car park), turn right towards GENEVE/PLAINPALAIS (Route des
Acacias).
After the bridge, get into the right-hand lane. At the intersection, follow signs to THONON/EVIAN (Boulevard du
Pont d’Arve).
Once you have crossed Rue de Carouge with its tram tracks, take the first right (Rue Prévost Martin). After the
church, turn right one last time to reach the hotel courtyard (just before the speed hump).

- From the A-40 Geneva/Vallard:
After the border post, head straight for 3 kilometres, following the signs to GENEVE/CENTRE. (Route de Malagnou).
At the MUSEUM (a large white building on your right), turn left towards ANNECY/HOPITAL (Boulevard des
Tranchées). Stay in the right-hand lane until the third set of traffic lights. Follow signs to PLAINPALAIS (Bld des
Philosophes), continue in the left-hand lane, then turn left at the Pharmacie des Philosophes.
Continue down Rue Prévost Martin and turn right just after the park to enter the hotel courtyard.

